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Abstract
A term rewriting system is strongly innermost normalizing if every innermost derivation of
it is of nite length. This property is very important in the integration of functional and logic
programming paradigms. Unlike termination, strong innermost normalization is not preserved
under subsystems, i.e., every subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing system need not
be strongly innermost normalizing. Preservation of a property under subsystems is important in
analyzing systems in a modular fashion. In this paper, we identify a few classes of TRSs which
enjoy this property. These classes are of particular interest in studying modularity of composable
and hierarchical combinations. It is also proved that the choice of the innermost redex to be
reduced at any step has no bearing on termination (niteness) of innermost derivations. It may be
noted that such selection invariance does not hold for outermost derivations. The proof techniques
used are novel and involve oracle based reasoning | which is very sparsely used in the rewriting
literature. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the last few decades, term rewriting systems (TRS, for short) have played a fun-
damental role in the analysis and implementation of abstract-data-type specications,
decidability of word problems, theorem proving, computability theory, design of func-
tional programming languages (e.g., Miranda), integration of functional programming
and logic programming paradigms, etc.
Termination and conuence are two fundamental properties of TRSs. When termina-
tion of each and every computation cannot be ensured, specialized termination proper-
ties such as termination under some reduction strategy are very useful. The innermost
reduction strategy | which closely corresponds to call-by-value evaluations | is an
important strategy. A TRS is strongly innermost normalizing (also called, innermost
terminating) if every innermost derivation is of nite length. The strong innermost
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normalization (SIN) property of TRSs is important in studying termination of logic
programs by transforming them into TRSs [14] and implementation of functional logic
programming languages [7]. A logic program terminates for a class of queries if the
derived TRS innermost terminates (not necessarily terminate under all reduction strate-
gies) [2]. In the functional logic programming, innermost reduction strategy is used
for both narrowing as well as rewrite steps. In this paper, we study about the strong
innermost normalization property of TRSs.
If a rewrite system terminates, every subsystem of it terminates as well. This nice
property is useful in analyzing TRSs in an incremental (modular) fashion using the
divide-and-conquer approach. Unfortunately strong innermost normalization lacks this
property as can be seen from the following simple example. The system ff(a)! f(a);
a! bg is a strongly innermost normalizing system but its subsystem ff(a)! f(a)g is
not strongly innermost normalizing. This raises a question ‘for what classes of systems
strong innermost normalization is preserved under subsystems?’. In this paper, we pro-
vide some answers to this question by identifying a few classes of systems with this
nice property.
It is proved that every subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing overlay sys-
tem is strongly innermost normalizing. Then a (somewhat surprising) observation is
made through a counterexample: an independent subsystem (which does not create any
new redexes of the rules omitted) of a strongly innermost normalizing system need
not be strongly innermost normalizing. The independent subsystems play a very cru-
cial role in studying modularity of composable and hierarchical combinations, where
two systems sharing some dened symbols and rewrite rules are combined (see e.g.
[3, 9{11, 13, 16]). Two sucient conditions for strong innermost normalization of in-
dependent subsystems are proposed: (i) the subsystem is non-duplicating or (ii) the
omitted rules do not overlap the rules in the chosen subsystem. These two results are
tight in the sense that violation of both these conditions leads to a counterexample.
In the second part of the paper, we establish that the choice of the innermost re-
dex to be reduced at any step has no bearing on termination (niteness) of innermost
derivations. That is, if a TRS is innermost normalizing under a particular (e.g., leftmost
innermost) reduction strategy, it is innermost normalizing under any other strategy.
For simplicity, we consider the leftmost innermost strategy and show that every left-
most innermost normalizing system is strongly innermost normalizing. Then, we show
that this selection invariance result is very handy in proving the strong innermost nor-
malization property, by presenting a straightforward proof for one of the main results
of [9], i.e., modularity of the strong innermost normalization property for a class of
hierarchical combinations. In general, this selection invariance does not hold for out-
ermost normalization (see Example 7).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section gives preliminary
denitions needed later. In Section 3, we study strong innermost normalization of over-
lay systems and in Section 4, we study independent subsystems. Section 5 establishes
the selection invariance of innermost normalization and an application of this result is
presented in Section 6. Section 7 concludes with a summary.
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2. Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology of term rewriting
systems and give denitions only when they are required. The notations not dened in
the paper can be found in Dershowitz and Jouannaud [4], or Klop [8].
In the following,T(F;X) denotes the set of terms constructed from a set of function
symbols F and a set of variables X, and F(t) denotes the set of function symbols
occurring in term t. The root of a term t is dened as: root(t)=f if tf(s1; : : : ; sn),
and root(t)= t if t 2X.
Denition 1 (critical pairs). Let l1! r1 and l2! r2 be renamed versions of rules in a
rewrite system R(F; R) such that they have no variables in common. Suppose l1jp is
not a variable for some position p and l1jp unies with l2 through a most general unier
. The pair of terms hl1[r2]p; r1i is called a critical pair 2 of R(F; R). If l1! r1
and l2! r2 are renamed versions of the same rewrite rule, we do not consider the case
p= . A critical pair hl1[r2]p; r1i with p=  is called an overlay, and a critical pair
hs; ti is trivial if s t.
The following denition denes the class of overlay systems.
Denition 2. A term rewriting system R(F; R) is an overlay system if all its critical
pairs are overlays.
The following denitions dene the notions of innermost and outermost normaliza-
tion.
Denition 3. A reduction step C[l])C[r] with rewrite rule l! r is an innermost
reduction step if no proper subterm of l is reducible. We denote the innermost
rewrite relation by )i. A TRS is strongly innermost normalizing (SIN) if it has no
innite innermost derivation t1)i t2)i : : :. A TRS is weakly innermost normalizing
(WIN) if every term can be reduced to a normal form through an innermost rewriting
derivation.
Denition 4. A reduction step C[l])C[r] with rewrite rule l! r is an outermost
reduction step if no position above l is a redex position, i.e., there is no subterm s of
C[l] such that (i) l is a proper subterm of s and (ii) s is an instance of the left-hand
side l0 of a rule l0! r0. We denote the outermost rewrite relation by )o. A TRS is
strongly outermost normalizing if it has no innite outermost derivation t1)o t2)o : : :.
2 tjp denotes the subterm of t at position p and t[u]p denotes the term obtained from t by replacing the
subterm tjp with u.
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3. Innermost normalization of overlay systems
In this section, we establish that strong innermost normalization is preserved under
subsystems for the class of overlay systems. In the following, we consider a TRS R
and its subsystem R0. The innermost rewrite relation of R is denoted by )iR and
that of R0 by )iR0 . Further, s)kiR t indicates that s reduces to t through an innermost
derivation of length k. The set of innermost redex positions of R in a term t is
denoted by INP(t) and the set of innermost redex positions of R0 in t is denoted by
INP0(t).
The following lemmas are needed.
Lemma 1. If l! r is a rule in a weakly innermost normalizing overlay system R
and s l is not an innermost redex; then there exists a term s0 such that s)+iR s0 and
s0 is an innermost redex. In fact; one such s0 is l0; where 0 is a substitution obtained
from  by reducing each X to a normal form through in innermost derivation; for
each variable X 2Var(l).
Proof. Since R is weakly innermost normalizing, every term can be reduced to a
normal form through an innermost derivation. So  can be reduced to an irreducible
substitution 0 by reducing X to a normal form through an innermost derivation,
for each variable X 2Var(l). Since R is an overlay system, s0 l0 is an innermost
redex.
Lemma 2. Let l! r be a rule in an overlay system R and lC[s1; : : : ; sm] s)+
tC[t1; : : : ; tm] be a derivation such that tj  tk if sj  sk for any 16j < k6m and C
is the maximal (and nonempty) context such that no reduction in s)+ t takes place
in C. Then there exists a term t0 such that t) t0 and t0 l0 for some substitution
0. Further if R is weakly innermost normalizing and s l)+ t is an innermost
derivation, then s)+i t)i l00 and l00 is an innermost redex.
Proof. Since C is the maximal context such that no reduction in s)+ t took place
in C, at least one step in sj)+ tj took place at root for each j2 [1; m]. Since R is an
overlay system, each sj must be a subterm of X for some variable X 2Var(l). Now,
let 0 be a substitution such that X0X if no occurrence of X is reduced in s)+ t
and X0 u if an occurrence of X is reduced to u in s)+ t. The condition tj  tk if
sj  sk ensures that every reduced occurrence of X is reduced to u in s)+ t. It is
easy to see that t can be reduced to l0 by reducing each occurrence of X in C to
X0 for each variable X in l.
If s)+ t is an innermost derivation, every reduced occurrence of X is reduced to u
through an innermost derivation. We can reduce t to l0 by reducing each occurrence
of X in C to X0 through an innermost derivation, for each variable X in l. That
is, t)i l0. Since R is weakly innermost normalizing, it follows from Lemma 1 that
l0) l00 such that l00 is an innermost redex.
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The above lemma does not hold without the condition that tj  tk if sj  sk , as the
following example illustrates.
Example 1. Consider the derivation f(a; a; a)) f(a; b; a)) f(a; b; c) of the following
overlay system:
f(x; x; x)! rhs
a! b
a! c
Here, C  f(a; ; ), s f(a; a; a)C[a; a] l and t f(a; b; c)C[b; c], where l=
f(x; x; x) and  is the substitution fa=xg. It is easy to see that t cannot be reduced to
an instance of l.
Now, consider the derivation f(a; a; a)) f(a; b; a)) f(a; b; b). This derivation satis-
es the condition tj  tk if sj  sk and f(a; b; b) can be reduced to f(b; b; b), which is
an instance of l.
To establish that every subsystem R0 of a strongly innermost normalizing overlay
system R is strongly innermost normalizing, we essentially show that there is an innite
innermost derivation of R whenever there is an innite innermost derivation of R0.
For any innermost derivation S 0 of R0 starting with a term s, we exhibit an innermost
derivation S of R starting with s such that all the reductions in S 0 are done in S with
the same rules as in S 0 and the other reductions in S are done with some discipline |
by reducing a normal form of R0 using one particular rule (in R−R0) whenever that
term is reduced in S (any number of times) | to take care of the non-left-linear rules.
For this purpose we record the history of reductions which only occur in S but not in
S 0. In fact, the condition tj  tk if sj  sk in the above lemma is placed to handle the
case of l being non-linear. In the following, we say two dierent positions p and q
in a term are disjoint if p is neither below nor above q. A position p is disjoint from
the positions in a set S if p is disjoint from each position in S.
Theorem 1. Let R0 be a subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing overlay TRS
R. Then s)kiR0 t implies that there exits a term w such that
(i) s)k0iR w;
(ii) k 0>k>0;
(iii) INP(w)= INP0(t) and for each p2 INP0(t) the sequence of function symbols
occurring from root to p is the same in both t and w;
(iv) if tjp l for some p2 INP0(t) then wjp l0; where 0 is a substitution ob-
tained by innermost normalizing (w.r.t. R) X for each variable X 2Var(l)
and
(v) wjqwjq0 if tjq tjq0 for any two positions q and q0 occurring in both t and w.
Proof. Induction on k.
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Basis: k =0. In this case t s. If INP(s)= INP0(s), we can take w s. Otherwise,
we can obtain w from s by reducing redexes which are innermost redexes w.r.t. R but
not w.r.t. R0 using the following while loop with initial values History=; u= s; v= s.
while INP(u) 6= INP0(v) and u is not a normal form of R do
begin
Let p2 INP(u)− INP0(v);
if ujp occurs in the rst column of History
then Reduce ujp to s1 using the rule associated with this term
else begin
Reduce ujp to s1 using any applicable rule l! r 2R;
Place a pair hujp; l! ri in History.
end;
u := u[s1]p
end
We take the nal value of u as our w. The while loop terminates as R is strongly
innermost normalizing. We show that it terminates with INP(u)= INP0(v).
Since R0 is a subsystem of R, no position in INP(s) is above any position in INP0(s).
So each position in INP(s) is either below some position in INP0(s) or is disjoint from
all the positions in INP0(s). Through innermost reductions, we can normalize (w.r.t.
R) all the redexes in s not below any position in INP0(s) to get a term s0. Now
consider a redex position p2 INP0(s)= INP0(s0) and let s0jp l. By Lemma 1, we
have l)iR l0, where 0 is an irreducible substitution derived from  by reducing each
X to a normal form. Further, l0 is an innermost redex. Repeating the same process
at every position in INP0(s0) we get a term w such that s)iR w and INP0(s)= INP(w)
ensuring statements (i){(iv) of the theorem. We do all these normalizations using the
above while loop and History ensures the statement (v) of the theorem.
Induction step: k =m+1. Let s)miR0 t0)iR0 t. By induction hypothesis, there exists a
term w0 such that s)m0iR w0, m0>m and INP0(t0)= INP(w0). Let l! r be the rule and 
be the substitution applied in t0)iR0 t (say at position p), that is, tjp r. By induction
hypothesis, w0jp l0, where 0 is a substitution obtained by innermost normalizing
(w.r.t. R) X for each variable X 2Var(l) and hence we get w0)iR w0[r0]p u.
That is, tjp r and ujp r0. Now, we exhibit a term w such that INP0(t)= INP(w).
Consider a position p0 2 INP0(t) and assume that tjp0  l11. By induction hypothesis,
t0jp0 )iR w0jp0 . If p0 is disjoint from p, it is obvious that p0 2 INP0(t0)= INP(w0) and we
only have to consider p0 above=at=below p. Since t0[l]p)R0 t[r]p is an innermost
reduction of R0, the substitution  is irreducible w.r.t. R0 and hence p0 must be either
(a) in r or (b) above p.
Case (a): Since r)iR r0, it is obvious that tjp0 )iR ujp0 and none of these re-
ductions took place at p0 as these reductions involve reduction of X to X0. By
Lemma 2, ujp0 )iR l101 such that l101 is an innermost redex. We reduce u to a term
w using the above while loop with the History of the derivation s)m0iR w0 such that
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INP0(t)= INP(w) and other statements of the theorem hold. It is easy to see from the
proof of Lemma 2 that the reductions in ujp0 )iR l101 are indeed the ones enforced by
the while loop.
Case (b): p0 is above p. We show that for every non-variable position q in l1,
the function symbol is the same in both t and u at position p0  q. This ensures that
we can reduce u to a term w using the above while loop with the History of the
derivation s)m0iR w0 such that INP0(t)= INP(w) and other statements of the theorem
hold.
Subcase (1): p0  q lies in r in t. If the function symbols at position p0  q in t
and u are dierent, p0  q must occur inside X in t and there should be at least one
reduction step above p0  q in the derivation X) X0. Since R is an overlay system
this is impossible.
Subcase (2): p0  q lies outside r in t (and hence outside l in t0). If p0  q lies
above p, it follows from induction hypothesis that the function symbol at p0  q is the
same in both t and u. Now consider the case that p0  q is disjoint from p. If the
function symbol at p0 q is not the same in both t and u (and hence in both t0 and w0),
a reduction must have taken place in s)i w0 at=above p0 q (which did not take place
in s)iR0 t0). This is not possible as R is an overlay system and q is a non-variable
position in l1.
Therefore, for every non-variable position q in l1, the function symbol is the same
in both t and u at position p0  q. This completes the proof.
The following theorem presents the main result of this section.
Theorem 2. Every subsystem R0 of a strongly innermost normalizing overlay system
R is strongly innermost normalizing.
Proof. By the above theorem, there is an innite innermost derivation of R from a term
t corresponding to any innite innermost derivation of R0 from t. Since
R is strongly innermost normalizing, there is no innite innermost derivation of
R from any term t and hence there can be no innite innermost derivation of R0
from t.
If the rules in R − R0 do not overlap with the rewrite rules in R0 at a non-root
position, one may conjecture that strong innermost normalization of R implies strong
innermost normalization of the subsystem R0. The following counterexample refutes
this conjecture.
Example 2. The following system R is strongly innermost normalizing:
f(g(x))! f(g(h(a)))
g(a)! b
h(x)! x
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But the subsystem R0 containing the rst two rules is not strongly innermost normal-
izing as the following innermost derivation of R0 loops:
f(g(x)))iR0 f(g(h(a))))iR0 f(g(h(a))):
The following result of Gramlich [5] is related to the above results.
Theorem 3. Every locally conuent strongly innermost normalizing overlay system is
both conuent and terminating.
This result says that a (locally) conuent overlay system is terminating if it is
strongly innermost normalizing. Since every subsystem of a terminating system is ter-
minating and hence strongly innermost normalizing, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Every subsystem of a (locally) conuent strongly innermost normalizing
overlay system is strongly innermost normalizing.
Theorem 2 is more general than this result as it does not need conuence.
Example 3. The following famous system (the smallest counterexample for modularity
of termination) from Toyama [17] is a strongly innermost normalizing overlay system.
f(0,1,x)! f(x,x,x)
g(x,y)! x
g(x,y)! y
By Theorem 3, every subsystem of this is strongly innermost normalizing.
Corollary 1 is not applicable for this system as it is not a conuent system.
4. Innermost normalization of independent subsystems
In Example 2 of the previous section, R0 can create a new redex which can be
reduced by the rule in R −R0 and this leads to the situation that there is an innite
innermost derivation of R0 while there is no innite innermost derivation of R. In this
section, we consider subsystems R0 which do not create redexes that can be reduced
by the rules in R −R0. Note that the systems considered in this section need not be
overlay systems.
Denition 5. We say that a system R1 creates a redex of another system R2 if there
is a reduction C[l])R1 C[r] such that l contains no redex of R2 but r contains
at least one redex of R2.
Denition 6. The set DR of dened symbols of a term rewriting system R(F; R) is
dened as froot(l) j l! r 2Rg and the set CR of constructor symbols of R(F; R) is
dened as F− DR.
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To show the dened and constructor symbols explicitly, we often write the above
rewrite system as R(DR; CR; R) and omit the subscript when such omission does not
cause any confusion.
The following notion of dependency relation captures the creation of redexes.
Denition 7 (dependency relation <d over dened symbols). The dependency rela
tion of a rewrite system R(D;C; R) is the smallest quasi-order <d over D satisfy-
ing the following conditions:
 f<df for each f2D (reexivity)
 f<dh if f<dg and g<dh (transitivity)
 f<dg if there is a rewrite rule l! r 2R such that f root(l) and g2F(r).
We say that a dened symbol f2D depends on a dened symbol g2D if f<dg.
The set of symbols depending on a set of symbols S is dened as ff jf<dg and
g2 Sg. Intuitively, f<dg means that an evaluation of the dened function f for some
arguments may involve an evaluation of the dened function g for some arguments
(i.e., the denition of f depends in some sense on that of g). It also means that an
appearance of f in a derivation might lead to a creation of g in the later part of the
derivation.
Lemma 3. If R1(D1; C1; R1) and R2(D2; C2; R2) are two systems such that the dened
symbols in D2 do not occur in the right-hand-side term of any rule in R1 then R1
does not create new redexes of R2.
Proof. Consider a reduction C[l])R1 C[r] such that l contains no redex of R2
and l! r is a rule in R1. For each variable X in l, X is a subterm of l and hence
does not contain any redex of R2. Since no dened symbol in D2 occurs in r and X
does not contain any redex of R2 for each variable in r, it follows that r does not
contain any redex of R2. Therefore, R1 does not create new redexes of R2.
Denition 8. Let R(F; R) be a rewrite system and t be a term in T(F;X). A set
of function symbols S F is unreachable (in R) from t if S \ F(t0)= whenever
t)R t0.
Lemma 4. Let R(D;C; R) be a rewrite system; S D be a set of function symbols
and t be a term in T(D[C;X). Then; S is unreachable from t if no function symbol
in t depends on S.
Now, we dene the notion of independent subsystems.
Denition 9. A subsystem R0 of a rewrite system R is independent if f 6<dg for
every pair of dened symbols in R such that f is a dened symbol of R0 and g is a
dened symbol of R−R0.
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The dened symbols of R − R0 do not occur in the right-hand sides of rules in
R0 but they can occur in the left-hand sides of rules in R0 if R0 is an independent
subsystem of R. The dened symbols of R0 can occur in both left- and right-hand
sides of rules in R −R0. Essentially, the subsystem R0 does not create new redexes
of R − R0. This may raise a hope that every independent subsystem of a strongly
innermost normalizing system is strongly innermost normalizing. But the following
counterexample refutes this conjecture.
Example 4. The following system R is strongly innermost normalizing.
f(g(x,y), w)! f(w,w)
g(x,y)! x
But the independent subsystem R0 containing just the rst rule is not strongly innermost
normalizing as the following innermost derivation of R0 loops:
f(g(x,y),g(x,y)))iR0 f(g(x,y), g(x,y))
In the above example, (i) R0 is a duplicating system | a TRS is duplicating if some
variable occurs more often in the right-hand side than in the left-hand side of a rule in
it | and (ii) the left-hand side of the rule in R−R0 unies with a proper subterm of
the left-hand side of the rule in R0. We prove in the following that these two properties
are essential for the counterexample. In other words, we prove that
(1) every non-duplicating independent subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing
system is strongly innermost normalizing and
(2) any independent subsystem R0 of a strongly innermost normalizing system R is
strongly innermost normalizing if the rules in R − R0 do not overlap the rules
in R0.
To prove these two results, we need the following notation and lemmas.
Notation. In the following, we use R0 to denote an independent subsystem of an
arbitrary system R and use D0 and D00 to denote the sets of dened symbols of R0
and R−R0, respectively.
Lemma 5. If R0 is an independent subsystem of R; then D0 \ D00=.
Proof. Follows from the denition of independent subsystems.
Lemma 6. If R0 is an independent subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing
system R; then there is no innite innermost derivation of R0 starting from any term
t 2T(F;X) such that F \ D00=.
Proof. From the denition of independent subsystems and Lemma 4 it follows that
the symbols in D00 are unreachable from t. Hence only the rules in R0 are applicable
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in any derivation starting from t. That is, any innermost derivation of R0 starting from
t is also an innermost derivation of R. By strong innermost normalization of R, such
a derivation cannot be innite.
This lemma can in fact be generalized further.
Lemma 7. If R0 is an independent subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing
system R; then there is no innite innermost derivation of R0 starting from any term
t of the form C[t1; : : : ; tn] such that C is a context containing no function symbol from
D0 and each tj contains no function symbol from D00.
Proof. Since no function symbol from D0 occurs in C, no reduction is possible in C
and each term in any derivation from t is of the form C[s1; : : : ; sn] such that tj)R0 sj
for each j2 [1; n]. By the above lemma there cannot be any innite innermost derivation
of R0 from any tj. Therefore, there is no innite innermost derivation of R0 starting
from t.
The following corollary is a simple consequence of the above lemma.
Corollary 2. If R0 is an independent subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing
system R; then there is no innite innermost derivation of R0 starting from any term
t containing function symbols from D00 only at the root.
Notation. For a term t, (i) #(t) is dened as #(t)= jPo(t)j+ jPi(t)j, where Po(t) and
Pi(t), respectively, denote the sets of positions (ii) Po(t)= fp j root(tjp)2D00 and tjp
is reducible by R0g and (iii) Pi(t)= fp j root(tjp)2D00 and tjp is not reducible by R0g.
Further, #o(t)= jPo(t)j and #i(t)= jPi(t)j.
For a term t, #(t) denotes the number of occurrences of D00-symbols in t. Further,
#o(t) denotes the number of such occurrences above the innermost redex positions of
R0 and #i(t) counts the other occurrences.
The following lemma is very useful in proving that independent subsystems of
strongly innermost normalizing systems are strongly innermost normalizing
(Theorems 4 and 5 below)
Lemma 8. If R0 is an independent subsystem of R and t)iR0 t0; then #o(t)>#o(t0).
Proof. If the reduction took place at a position disjoint from the positions in Po(t), it
is obvious that Po(t)=Po(t0). In the other case, the reduction must have taken place
below some position p2Po(t) as it is an innermost reduction step. We can write t as
t[u]p and t0 as t[v]p. It is easy to see that #o(t[v]p)= #o(t[u]p) if v is reducible by R0
and otherwise #o(t[v]p)6#o(t[u]p)− 1 (note that p =2 Po(t0) in this case). The lemma
holds in either case.
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It may be noted that we cannot replace #o in the above lemma by #i or # as
illustrated by the following example.
Example 5. Let R be the following system and R0 be the independent subsystem
containing just the rst rule:
f(a,w)! f(w,w)
g(x)! x
Consider the reduction t f(a; g(g(f(a; g(b))))))iR0 f(a; g(g(f(g(b); g(b))))) t0. Here,
D00= fgg and #(t)= 3, #o(t)= 2 and #i(t)= 1. The values of #(t0); #o(t0) and #i(t0)
are 4, 0 and 4, respectively. The values of #i(t0) and #(t0) are both greater than the
corresponding values of t.
This example also shows that #o(t[u]p)−1 is only an upper bound for (not the value
of) #o(t[v]p) in the case of v being a normal form of R0, in the proof of the above
lemma.
4.1. Non-duplicating independent subsystems
In this subsection, we establish that every non-duplicating independent subsystem of
a strongly innermost normalizing system is strongly innermost normalizing.
The following lemma plays a crucial role in proving the main result of this section.
Lemma 9. If R0 is a non-duplicating independent subsystem of R and t)iR0 t0; then
#(t)>#(t0). Further, #i(t)>#i(t0) if #o(t)= #o(t0).
Proof. Let p0 be the position in t at which the reduction took place, that is, t t[u]p0
and t0 t[v]p0 . Since D00-symbols do not occur in right-hand sides of rules in R0 and
R0 is non-duplicating, it follows that the number of occurrences of D00-symbols in v
is no more than that in u and hence #(t)>#(t0).
Further if #o(t)= #o(t0) then #(t)>#(t0) implies #i(t)>#i(t0).
It may be noted that the condition #o(t)= #o(t0) in the above lemma cannot be
deleted as the following example demonstrates.
Example 6. Let R be the following system and R0 be the independent subsystem
containing just the rst rule:
f(a; w)! f(w; b)
g(x)! x
Consider the reduction t f(a; g(g(f(a; g(b))))))iR0 f(a; g(g(f(g(b); b))))t0. Here,
D00= fgg and #(t)= 3, #o(t)= 2 and #i(t)= 1. The values of #(t0); #o(t0) and #i(t0)
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are 3, 0 and 3, respectively. The value of #i(t0) is greater than the corresponding value
of t.
The following lemma gives an instance of #i(t)>#i(t0).
Lemma 10. Let l! r be a rule in a non-duplicating independent subsystem R0 of
a system R such that a D00-symbol occurs in l. If l)iR0 r; then #(l)>#(r).
Further if; l! r is the rule applied in l)iR0 r then #i(l)>#i(r).
Proof. Since D00-symbols do not occur in the right-hand sides of R0 and R0 is non-
duplicating, it is clear that #(r)6#(l) − k, where k is number of occurrences of
D00-symbols in l. As a D00-symbol occurs in l, 0<k and hence #(l)>#(r).
If l! r is the rule applied in the innermost reduction l)iR0 r, it follows that
#o(l)= 0 (note that l is an innermost redex in this case) and hence #o(r)= 0 by
Lemma 8. Therefore, #(t)>#(t0) implies #i(t)>#i(t0).
We rst prove strong innermost normalization of R0 for terms with #o(t)= 0.
Lemma 11. If R0 is a non-duplicating independent subsystem of a strongly innermost
normalizing system R; then there is no innite innermost derivation of R0 starting from
any term t with #o(t)= 0.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an innite innermost derivation t)iR0 t1
)iR0 t2)iR0 : : : of R0. Since #i(t) is nite for any term t, there exists a k such that
#i(tk)= #i(tk+j) for all j>1 by Lemma 9.
Since #o(t)= 0, it follows from Lemma 8 that #o(tk)= 0. Therefore, tk is of the
form C[u1; : : : ; un] such that C is a context without any function symbol from D00,
root(ul)2D00 and ul is a normal form of R0 for each l2 [1; n].
The fact #i(tk)= #i(tk+j) for all j>1 and Lemma 10 imply that no left-hand side of
a rule applied in tk)iR0 tk+1)iR0 tk+2)iR0 : : : contains any D00-symbols. Therefore,
there must be an innite innermost derivation of R0 from the term uC[X1; : : : ; Xn]2
T(F;X) such that F \ D00= and X1; : : : ; Xn are fresh variables such that XlXm if
and only if ul um. But by Lemma 6, there can be no innite innermost derivation of
R0 from u, a contradiction.
This lemma can in fact be generalized further.
Lemma 12. If R0 is a non-duplicating independent subsystem of a strongly innermost
normalizing system R; then there is no innite innermost derivation of R0 starting from
any term t of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn) such that f2D00 and #o(tj)= 0 for each j2 [1; n].
Proof. Follows from the above lemma and the fact that no reduction is possible at the
root as f is not a dened symbol of R0.
Now, we are in a position to prove the main result of this subsection.
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Theorem 4. Every non-duplicating independent subsystem of a strongly innermost
normalizing system is strongly innermost normalizing.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an innite innermost derivation t1)iR0 t2
)iR0 : : : of a non-duplicating independent subsystem R0 of a strongly innermost nor-
malizing system R. Since #(t) is nite for any term t, there exists a k such that
#o(tk)= #o(tk+j) and #i(tk)= #i(tk+j) for all j>1 by Lemmas 8 and 9. By Lemma 11,
there can only be a nitely many reductions at positions disjoint from the positions in
Po(tk). By denition, an innermost reduction step cannot occur above any position in
Po(tk). Now, it follows from the fact that #o(tk)= #o(tk+j) for all j>1 and Konig’s
lemma that there is an innite innermost derivation of R0 from tk jp for some position
p2Po(tk) and #o(tk jp)= 1. But by Lemma 12, there cannot be any innite innermost
derivation of R0 from tk jp, a contradiction.
Corollary 3. Every right-linear independent subsystem of a strongly innermost nor-
malizing system is strongly innermost normalizing.
4.2. Duplicating Independent Subsystems
In this subsection, we establish that any independent subsystem R0 of a strongly
innermost normalizing system R is strongly innermost normalizing if the rules in R−R0
do not overlap the rules in R0.
We rst prove strong innermost normalization of R0 for terms with #o(t)= 0.
Lemma 13. Let R0 be an independent subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing
system R such that for any rule l! r 2 (R−R0); l does not unify with a non-variable
subterm of any rule l0! r0 2R0. Then there is no innite innermost derivation of R0
starting from any term t with #o(t)= 0.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an innite innermost derivation t)iR0 t1
)iR0 t2)iR0 : : : of R0.
Since for any rule l! r 2 (R −R0), l does not unify with a non-variable subterm
of any rule l0! r0 2R0 the following holds: if l is a subterm of an innermost redex
l00 reduced in the innermost derivation of R0 from t such that l! r 2 (R−R0) and
l0! r0 2R0, then l is a subterm of X0 for some variable X 2Var(l0). Therefore there
is an innite innermost derivation of R0 from a term u, where u is the term obtained
from t by replacing its (R −R0)-redexes u1; : : : ; un by fresh variables X1; : : : ; Xn such
that Xj Xk if and only if uj  uk . Since #o(t)= 0, u does not contain any redexes
of (R − R0) and as R0 is independent subsystem, no new redexes of (R − R0) are
created and hence the derivation from u is an (innite) innermost derivation of R as
well, contradicting the strong innermost normalization of R.
This lemma can in fact be generalized further.
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Lemma 14. Let R0 be an independent subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing
system R such that for any rule l! r 2 (R−R0); l does not unify with a non-variable
subterm of any rule l0! r0 2R0. Then there is no innite innermost derivation of R0
starting from any term t of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn) such that f2D00 and #o(tj)= 0 for
each j2 [1; n].
Proof. Follows from the above lemma and the fact that no reduction is possible at the
root as f is not a dened symbol of R0.
Now, we are in a position to prove the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 5. Let R0 be an independent subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing
system R such that for any rule l! r 2 (R−R0); l does not unify with a non-variable
subterm of any rule l0! r0 2R0. Then R0 is strongly innermost normalizing too.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an innite innermost derivation t1)iR0 t2
)iR0 : : : of R0. Since #o(t) is nite for any term t, there exists a k such that #o(tk)= #o
(tk+j) for all j>1 by Lemma 8. By Lemma 13, there can only be a nitely many
reductions at positions disjoint from the positions in Po(tk). By denition, an innermost
reduction step cannot occur above any position in Po(tk). Now, it follows from the
fact that #o(tk)= #o(tk+j) for all j>1 and Konig’s lemma that there is an innite
innermost derivation of R0 from tk jp for some position p2Po(tk) and #o(tk jp)= 1. But
by Lemma 14, there cannot be any innite innermost derivation of R0 from tk jp, a
contradiction.
In contrast to this result, an independent subsystem of a strongly innermost nor-
malizing system R need not be strongly innermost normalizing even if for any rule
l! r 2R0, l does not unify with a non-variable subterm of any rule l0! r0 2 (R−R0)
| see Example 1. That is, we cannot interchange R0 and (R − R0) in the above
theorem.
The following corollary follows straightforwardly from the above theorem.
Corollary 4. Let R0 be an independent subsystem of a strongly innermost normalizing
system R such that no dened symbol of (R −R0) occurs in left-hand sides of R0.
Then R0 is strongly innermost normalizing too.
5. Selection invariance in innermost normalization
In this section, we show that the choice of innermost redex to be reduced at any step
has no bearing on termination (niteness) of innermost derivations. That is, if a TRS is
innermost normalizing under a particular reduction strategy, it is innermost normalizing
under any other strategy. For simplicity, we consider the leftmost innermost strategy.
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Denition 10. A reduction step C[l])C[r] with rewrite rule l! r is a leftmost
innermost reduction step if l is the leftmost innermost redex in C[l].
A TRS is leftmost innermost normalizing (LIN) if it has no innite leftmost innermost
derivation.
In the following we show that every leftmost innermost normalizing (LIN) system
is strongly innermost normalizing (SIN). From an arbitrary innermost derivation IND
starting with a term s, we construct a leftmost innermost derivation IND0 starting with
s such that every reduction in IND also takes place in IND0. So, from an innite
(arbitrary) innermost derivation we get an innite leftmost innermost derivation, which
is not possible for any leftmost innermost normalizing (LIN) system. Hence there
cannot be an innite (arbitrary) innermost derivation, that is, the system is strongly
innermost normalizing.
We rst formalize the construction of a leftmost innermost derivation corresponding
to an arbitrary innermost derivation of a nite length. An oracle will be used for
constructing a leftmost innermost derivation corresponding to an arbitrary innermost
derivation of an innite length. It is assumed that rewrite system under consideration
is leftmost innermost normalizing (LIN).
Denition 11. Let t1)p1 t2)p2    )pn−1 tn be an innermost derivation reducing the
innermost redex at position pj in term tj for each j2 [1; n−1] and pn be a position in
tn such that tnjpn is not a normal form. The sequence of reduction steps leading to the
creation of a reducible term at pn is denoted by SRL(pn; t1) tn) and dened as
 SRL(pn; t1) tn)= SRL(pn; t1) tn−1)
if pn is a position in tn−1 and disjoint from pn−1,
 SRL(pn; t1) tn)=Concatenate(SRL(pn; t1) tn−1); htn−1)pn−1 tni)
if pn is a position in tn−1 and above pn−1,
 SRL(pn; t1) tn)=Concatenate(SRL(pn−1; t1) tn−1); htn−1)pn−1 tni)
otherwise.
In the following, we are only concerned with SRL(pn; t1) tn) when pn is an
innermost redex in tn. Intuitively, SRL(pn; t1) tn) is the sequence of reduction steps
which must be performed before reducing the innermost redex at pn. In fact, these
reduction steps lead to the creation of the innermost redex at pn in tn.
5.1. Construction of leftmost innermost derivation:
Let t1 )i t2 )i    )i tn be an arbitrary innermost derivation of a leftmost innermost
normalizing (LIN) system such that lj! rj is applied at position pj in the step tj )i
tj+1 for each j2 [1; n− 1]. We construct a corresponding leftmost innermost derivation
s1 t1 )i s2 )i    )i sm as follows:
 rst reduction step:
Let q1 be the leftmost innermost redex position in s1.
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If q1 is disjoint from each position pj; j2 [1; n−1] then s1 is reduced at q1 using
any applicable rewrite rule l! r to get s1 )i s2 and we say CoRed(1) is undened
(indicating that there is no corresponding reduction step in t1)i tn).
If j is the smallest natural number in [1; n−1] such that q1 =pj then s1 is reduced
at q1 using the rewrite rule lj! rj to get s1 )i s2 and we dene CoRed(1)= j
(indicating that tj )i tj+1 is the corresponding step in t1)i tn).
 kth reduction step:
Let s1)i sk be the segment of leftmost innermost derivation constructed so far,
qk be the leftmost innermost redex position in sk and S = SRL(qk ; s1)i sk).
If (a) there is a reduction step sj )i sj+1 in S such that CoRed(j) is undened or
(b) qk is disjoint from each position pm; m2 [n0; n− 1], where n0 is the maximum
of fCoRed(j) j sj )i sj+1 is in Sg then sk is reduced at qk using any applicable
rewrite rule l! r to get sk )i sk+1 and we say CoRed(k) is undened (indicating
that there is no corresponding reduction step in t1)i tn).
If j1 is the smallest natural number in [n0; n− 1] such that qk =pj1 then sk is re-
duced at qk using the rewrite rule lj1 ! rj1 to get sk )i sk+1 and we
dene CoRed(k)= j1 (indicating that tj1 )i tj1+1 is the corresponding step in
t1)i tn).
The intuition behind the construction can be explained as follows. If the leftmost
innermost redex position q1 in s1 is disjoint from each position pj; j2 [1; n − 1],
it means that the redex at q1 is not reduced in the derivation t1)i tn. We reduce
this redex using some applicable rule. While reducing the leftmost innermost redex
in sk , we check whether all the reductions leading to its creation have corresponding
steps in the given derivation t1)i tn. If the answer is negative, obviously there is no
corresponding redex in t1)i tn and we reduce this redex using some applicable rule.
If the answer is positive, there is a corresponding redex in the term tn0 . We check
whether that redex is reduced in t1)i tn. If yes, we reduce the redex at position qk
in sk using the same rule and otherwise we use any applicable rule.
For innite derivations, we employ an oracle to check whether a particular redex
is reduced or not. At every step reducing the leftmost innermost redex (say, t) in the
current term C[t] at position p, we ask an oracle whether the corresponding redex
is reduced in IND. If the answer is negative, we normalize t to a normal form us-
ing any leftmost innermost derivation. If the answer is positive, the oracle gives the
rewrite rule l! r applied in that step (and marks that step in IND) and we reduce
t using l! r in IND0. In other words, at every step the oracle is given as input the
leftmost innermost redex l in the current term C[l]p and the oracle marks the rst
unmarked reduction step C0[l]p)C0[r0]p in IND (and outputs rule l! r) if there
is such a reduction in IND, otherwise outputs an answer no. It is easy to see that
from a given innermost derivation of nite length, the following while loop (using the
oracle) constructs the same leftmost innermost derivation as suggested by the above
construction.
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Theorem 6. Every leftmost innermost normalizing (LIN) system is strongly innermost
normalizing (SIN).
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an innite innermost derivation t1 )iR
t2 )iR : : : of a leftmost innermost normalizing (LIN) system R. From this deriva-
tion (call IND), we construct a leftmost innermost derivation IND0 using the follow-
ing while loop such that redexes(IND) redexes(IND0), where redexes(IND) (resp.
redexes(IND0)) is the multiset of redexes reduced in the derivation IND (resp. IND0).
u := t1
while u is not a normal form of R do
begin
Let v ujp be the leftmost innermost redex in u.
Call Oracle(p; v);
if the answer is no
then Normalize v to w using any leftmost innermost derivation
else if the answer is l! r 2R then Reduce v to w using l! r;
u := u[w]p
end
This while loop terminates as the system R is leftmost innermost normalizing. Let
IND0 be the leftmost innermost derivation constructed by the while loop. Now, we show
that redexes(IND) redexes(IND0) arriving at a contradiction that IND is an innite
derivation but the multiset of redexes reduced in it is nite. We establish this through
induction by showing that each reduction step tj) tj+1; j>1 in IND is marked by the
oracle.
Basis: j=1. The redex reduced in the rst step in IND eventually becomes the
leftmost innermost redex in any leftmost innermost derivation from t as the system is
leftmost innermost normalizing. Hence the reduction step t1) t2 in IND is marked by
the oracle.
Induction hypothesis: Assume that every reduction step tj) tj+1 in IND is marked
by the oracle for each 16j<k.
Induction step: j= k. Let l be the innermost redex reduced in tk at position p. Let
S be the sequence of reduction steps in IND leading to the creation of this redex l.
By induction hypothesis these reductions are done in IND0 (marked by the oracle) and
from the while loop, it is easy to see that these reductions are done in IND0 applying
the same rules as in IND. Therefore l is an innermost redex in IND0 at position p of
some term. And this redex eventually becomes the leftmost innermost redex in IND0
(and the oracle marks the reduction step tk) tk+1 in IND) as R is leftmost innermost
normalizing. This completes the proof.
In the next section, using this result we give a straightforward proof for one of the
main results of [9].
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The following example shows that the selection invariance does not hold for outer-
most normalization. The main reason is that an outermost redex may no longer be an
outermost redex after another outermost redex is reduced.
Example 7. The following system R is leftmost outermost normalizing.
c(a)! d(a; c(a))
a! c(a)
d(x; e)! e
d(x; x)! e
But this system is not strongly outermost normalizing as the outermost derivation
a)o c(a))o d(a; c(a)))o d(a; d(a; c(a))))o d(a; d(a; d(a; c(a)))))o : : : from a is
nonterminating.
In a leftmost outermost derivation, a is forced to be reduced to c(a) in d(a; c(a)), that
is, d(a; c(a)) reduces to d(c(a); c(a)) which in turn reduces to the normal form e. The
outermost redex c(a) in d(a; c(a)) is no longer an outermost redex in d(c(a); c(a)). This
leads to the termination of leftmost outermost derivations. Whereas in the rightmost
outermost derivation, the outermost redex c(a) gets reduced repeatedly producing a
new rightmost outermost redex c(a).
6. Application of selection invariance
In this section, we give a straightforward proof for one of the main results of [9],
using the selection invariance result of the previous section. In [9], modularity of com-
pleteness is established for a class of hierarchical combinations generalizing the main
result of [15]. The main step in proving that result is the proof of strong innermost
normalization of R0 [R1 when R0 and R1 are complete. From this and Theorem 3
follows the modularity of completeness for the following class of hierarchical combi-
nations. 3 The proof given in [9] is somewhat contrived and we need to consider a
special set of terms and use quasi-commutation, whereas the proof given below is very
intuitive and straightforward.
Denition 12. Constructor system R1(D1; C1; R1) is a nice extension of another con-
structor system R0(D0; C0; R0) if the following conditions are true:
(1) R0 [R1 is a constructor system.
(2) D0 \ D1 =C0 \ D1 =.
(3) Each rewrite rule l! r 2R1 satises the following condition:
(H): For every subterm s of r, if root(s)2D1 then s contains no function symbol
depending on D0 except at the outermost level (of s).
3 In [9], a slightly larger class is considered. Here, we consider a simpler class as our main purpose is
just to illustrate the application of selection invariance.
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Notation. Henceforth, we deal with nice extensions and assume that the two con-
stituent systems R0 and R1 are complete (i.e., conuent and terminating). We denote
the set of constructors C0 [C1 − D0 of the combined system by Constr. Tj denotes
T(Dj [Constr;X) and Cj denotes the set of contexts of Dj [Constr i.e., terms in
T(Dj [Constr [f g;X) and NFj(t) denotes the normal form of term t under Rj for
j2 [0; 1].
Lemma 15. If R1 is a nice extension R0 then for each rule l! r 2R1; r is of the
form C[t1; : : : ; tn]; where C 2C0; root(tj)2D1 and tj 2T1; 16j6n (n>0).
Proof. Trivial.
Example 8. The following system R1 is a nice extension of R0:
R0: apnd(nil; y)!y
apnd(c(x; xs); y)! c(x; apnd(xs; y).
R1 : rev(nil)! nil
rev(c(x; xs))! apnd(rev(xs); c(x; nil)).
The following theorem plays predominant role in relating innermost derivations of R1
with innermost derivations of R0 [R1.
Theorem 7. If t 2T1 is an innermost redex of R1 and t)R1 t1)R1    )R1 tm is an
innermost derivation then tm=C[s1; : : : ; sn] for some C 2C0; root(si)2D1 and si 2T1
for all i2 [1; n] such that
(i) si is irreducible by R1 or
(ii) si is an innermost redex of R1 or
(iii) for every proper subterm u of si; u)R1 v implies v2T1.
Proof. (By induction on m).
Basis: m=1. Since t)R1 t1, by Lemma 15 it follows that t1 =C[r1; : : : ; rl] for some
C 2C0; root(ri)2D1 and ri 2T1, 16i6l (l>0). For each i2 [1; l], there are three
possibilities: ri is either (a) a normal form of R1 or (b) an innermost redex of R1 or
(c) some proper subterm of ri is reducible by R1. Cases (a) and (b) correspond to
cases (i) and (ii) of the statement of the theorem. Now assume that a proper subterm
of ri is reducible by R1. Since root(ri)2D1 by condition H of the denition of nice
extension, no proper subterm of ri contains any dened symbol depending on D0.
Therefore D0 is unreachable from any proper subterm u of ri by Lemma 4. It follows
that if u)R1 v then v2T1.
Induction step: Assuming that the theorem holds for m6k − 1, we prove that it
holds for m= k. So, by hypothesis tk−1 =C0[s01; : : : ; s
0
j] for some context C
0 2C0 and
s0i 2T1 satisfying the properties given in the theorem. Since tk−1)R1 tk , one of the
terms in fs01; : : : ; s0jg is reduced (say s0l is reduced to t0l). Then tk =C0[s01; : : : ; t0l; : : : ; s0j].
Now there are two cases: (a) s0l is an innermost redex (b) s
0
l is not an innermost redex.
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Case (a): s0l)R1 t0l and s0l is an innermost redex. In the proof of the basis, we proved
that theorem holds for m=1, hence t0l=C
00[u1; : : : ; uj0 ] for some C00 2C0; root(ui)2
D1; ui 2T1 and each ui; 16i6j0 satises one of the three properties (i), (ii) or (iii). It
is easy to see that tk can be written as C000[s01; : : : ; s
0
l−1; u1 : : : ; uj0 ; s
0
l+1; : : : ; s
0
j] for some
C000 2C0. Hence the theorem holds for m= k in this case.
Case (b): If s0l is not an innermost redex, one of its proper subterm (say s
00) is
rewritten and by hypothesis (part (iii)), s00 is rewritten to a term (say t00) in T1,
therefore t0l 2T1. Since D0 is unreachable from any proper subterm of s0l, D0 is un-
reachable from any proper subterm of t0l. Hence the theorem holds for m= k in this
case.
The following theorem is an easy consequence of the above theorem.
Theorem 8. If t 2T1 is an innermost redex of R1 and t)R1 t1)R1    )R1 tm is
an innermost derivation then t)R1[R0 t1)R1[R0    )R1[R0 tm is also an innermost
derivation. Further; NF1(t) is of the form C[s1; : : : ; sn] such that C 2C0; root(si)2D1
and si 2T1 for all i2 [1; n].
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 7, it is clear that every redex in the innermost
R1-derivation is a term in T1 and hence it is not reducible by R0. Therefore every
redex in the innermost R1-derivation is an innermost redex of R0 [R1 and hence
t) t1)    ) tm is also an innermost derivation.
Since R1 is complete, every term has unique normal form which can be derived
using innermost reduction strategy. By Theorem 7, such normal form NF1(t) is of the
form C[s1; : : : ; sn] such that C 2C0; root(si)2D1 and si 2T1 for all i2 [1; n].
The above theorem relates innermost R1-derivations with innermost derivations of
R0 [R1. Now, we do the same for R0-derivations.
Lemma 16. Let tC[s1; : : : ; sn] be a term such that C 2C0; root(si)2D1 and si
is normal form of R0 for all i2 [1; n]. If t)R0 t0 then t0C0[si1 ; : : : ; sim ] for some
C0 2C0 and fi1; : : : ; imgf1; : : : ; ng.
Proof. Let l! r and  be the rewrite rule and the substitution applied in the reduction
t)R0 t0 (say, at position p). That is, t[l]p) t0[r]p. Since each si is a normal form
of R0, p must be in C and as l contains no function symbol from D1, each subterm
si of l is a subterm of X for some variable in X 2Var(l). As r contains no function
symbol from D1, each subterm sj of r is a subterm of l as well. From this, it follows
that t0C0[si1 ; : : : ; sim ] for some C0 2C0 and fi1; : : : ; imgf1; : : : ; ng.
Lemma 17. Let tC[s1; : : : ; sn] be a term such that C 2C0; root(si)2D1 and si is
normal form of R0 for 16i6n. If t)R0 t0 then t0C0[si1 ; : : : ; sim ] for some C0 2C0
and fi1; : : : ; imgf1; : : : ; ng.
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Proof. Follows from Lemma 16 by induction on number of reduction steps in t)R0 t0.
It may be noted that the above two lemmas are not valid if we replace R0 by R1,
C0 by C1 and D1 by D0 because symbols in D0 can occur in right-hand sides of rule
in R1. This is illustrated in the following example.
Example 9. The following R1 is a nice extension of R0:
R0 : f(a)!a R1 : g(y)! f(h(y))
h(z)! z
The term g(g(f(a))) is of the form C[t] where C  g(g( ))2C1 and t f(a)2T0. This
term is rewritten to g(f(h(f(a)))) by R1 and g(f(h(f(a)))) is not of the
form C0[t0] for any context C0 2C1 and term t0 2T0 because of h in the middle of
two f’s.
The following theorem relates innermost derivations of R0 with those of R0 [R1.
Theorem 9. Let tC[s1; : : : ; sn] be a term such that C 2C0; root(si)2D1 and si is
normal form of R0 [R1 for all i2 [1; n]. If t)R0 t1)R0    )R0 tm is an innermost
derivation then t)R0[R1 t1)R0[R1    )R0[R1 tm is also an innermost derivation.
Proof. By Lemma 17, each tj; 16j6m is of the form Cj[si1 ; : : : ; sik ] such that C
0 2C0
and fsi1 ; : : : ; sikgfs1; : : : sng. Since si’s are normal forms of R0 [R1, rules of R1 are
never applicable in the above derivation and rules of R0 are applied at the innermost
level. So, the above derivation is innermost derivation of R0 [R1.
Now, we are in a position to prove strong innermost normalization of R0 [R1. We
use the multiset-extension  of prex ordering < over the set of positions [4, 8].
Theorem 10. The combined system R0 [R1 is strongly innermost normalizing if R0
and R1 are complete.
Proof. By Theorem 6, it is enough to prove leftmost innermost normalization (LIN) of
R0 [R1. Consider a term t in T(D0 [D1 [Constr;X). Let IP(t) be the set of inner-
most redex positions (w.r.t. R0 [R1) in t. We prove that t reduces to a term t0 after a
nite number of leftmost innermost R0 [R1-reduction steps such that IP(t0) IP(t).
Leftmost innermost normalization of R0 [R1 follows from this and well-foundedness
of multiset-ordering .
Now consider the leftmost innermost redex s (say at position p) in t. There are two
cases: (a) s is reducible by R0 or (b) s is reducible by R1.
Case (a): s is of the form C[s1; : : : ; sn] such that C 2C0; root(si)2D1 and si is nor-
mal form of R0 [R1 for all i2 [1; n] (n>0). Since R0 is complete, s has unique normal
form and every leftmost innermost derivation ends in it (in nite number of reduction
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steps). By Theorem 9, any leftmost innermost R0-derivation from s to its normal form
NF0(s) is a leftmost innermost (R0 [R1)-derivation and NF0(s) is a normal form of
R0 [R1. Let t0 be the term obtained from t by replacing s by its normal form. It is
clear that IP(t0) IP(t).
Case (b): s is of the form C[s1; : : : ; sn] such that C 2C1 and root(si)2D0 and si is
normal form of R0 [R1 for all i2 [1; n] (n>0). Now replace the subterms s1; : : : ; sn
in s by new variables X1; : : : ; Xn to get a term s0 2T1 such that XiXj if and only
if si sj. Since R1 is complete, s0 has unique normal form and every leftmost in-
nermost derivation ends in it (in nite number of reduction steps). By Theorem 8,
any leftmost innermost R1-derivation from s0 to its normal form NF1(s0) is a left-
most innermost (R0 [R1)-derivation and NF1(s0) is of the form C0[v1; : : : ; vm] such
that C0 2C0; root(vi)2D1 and vi 2T1 for all i2 [1; m]. Let s00 be the term obtained
from NF1(s0) by replacing the variables X1; : : : ; Xn by terms s1; : : : ; sn. As s in case (a),
s00 can be reduced to a normal form of s w.r.t. R0 [R1 through a leftmost innermost
R0-derivation and that derivation is a leftmost innermost (R0 [R1)-derivation as well.
Let t0 be the term obtained from t by replacing s by this normal form. It is clear that
IP(t0) IP(t).
7. Conclusion
Termination is one of the fundamental properties of TRSs. When termination of each
and every computation cannot be ensured (for example, in the presence of innite data
structures), specialized termination properties such as termination under some reduction
strategy are very useful. Though termination has been well studied in the literature,
there is hardly any eort towards studying termination under a given reduction strategy.
In this paper, we study certain characteristics of strong innermost normalization, i.e.,
termination under the innermost reduction strategy | which closely corresponds to call-
by-value evaluations. To the best of our knowledge, there are just two others works
on this topic, namely, the work of Gramlich [5, 6] relating termination and innermost
termination and the work of Arts and Giesl [1] on automatic proofs for innermost
termination. We concur with the observation in [1] that the results in our paper can be
used in signicantly improving the power of their method.
Finally, we summarize the results presented in the paper. First we consider the
question when is strong innermost normalization preserved under subsystems? This
question arises very naturally while studying modularity of composable and hierarchi-
cal combinations. We identied three classes of systems for which strong innermost
normalization is preserved under subsystems. Then it is shown that if every innermost
derivation of a TRS under a particular selection strategy is of nite length, then every
innermost derivations of it is of nite length under any other strategy. To demonstrate
the practical implications of this selection invariance, we present a straightforward and
intuitive proof for one of the main results of [9]. We believe that this selection in-
variance result is very handy in proving strong innermost normalization of TRSs as this
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allows us to prove innermost termination under one particular selection strategy and
conclude strong innermost normalization.
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